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Overview

I. Evolution and altruism

II. Egoistic motives for giving
a. Reciprocity

b. Identification

c. Warm glow giving

III. Altruistic motive: Empathy 

IV. Social exchange

V. “Even a penny will help” experiments



I. Evolution and altruism

Are people basically selfish or basically generous?





Spontaneous helping in very young children:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RK8rKKp-vP0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RK8rKKp-vP0


What does this have to do with fundraising?

- The desire to help others is innate

- Helping others feels good

- You are asking people to do something they want to do and that 
makes them feel good

- Helping really is its own reward



II. Egoistic motives for giving

a. Simple reciprocity
b. Identification theory
c. Warm glow giving
d. “Even a penny will help”



Egoism: Reciprocity

People give to others for purely self-interested reasons, because they 
expect to receive in return.

Direct reciprocity: A helps B b/c she expects B to help A

Indirect reciprocity: A helps B, B helps C, C helps A

Group reciprocity: A and B belong to a group; A helps B and expects 
help from the group later

Examples in fundraising of purely self-interested reciprocity?



Egoism: Identification theory

People give to themselves

- Same social class

- People similar to themselves

- People similar to family

Examples from fundraising?



Warm-glow giving

Giving is innately rewarding: you get a “warm glow” feeling of being a 
good person

Positive of warm glow balanced against negative of giving up money



II. Altruistic motive: Empathy

Empathy: the ability and tendency to feel what another person is 
feeling.

Genetic in origin, but requires support to develop

Develops in early childhood

Most people have it, psychopaths don’t



Empathy

Empathic situations and empathic people

Personality traits:

Affective empathy (“empathic concern”)

Cognitive empathy (“perspective taking”)



Helping vs. avoidance

Empathy  Sympathy and helping

 Personal distress and avoidance



Empathic mental states and situations

Field experiments in helping

Who are we more likely to help?



High-empathy subjects and situations

Young

Female

Similar to the helper

Not their fault

Natural cause (just-world thinking)



Empathy and helping

Empathy  Sympathy and helping

 Personal distress and avoidance

What determines this?
• Empathic concern

• Size of problem

• Ability to help

• Emotional management

• Victim characteristics



Examples of empathy in fundraising?

https://www.tailshumanesociety.org/

https://www.four-c.org/donate/

https://www.nphusa.org/donate/

https://www.tailshumanesociety.org/
https://www.four-c.org/donate/
https://www.nphusa.org/donate/


III. Social exchange

After the dinner party…



Economic vs. social exchanges:

Economic Exchanges:

• Immediate

• Specific amount

• Bargaining

• Equal value

• Always useful

Social exchanges:

• Delayed

• Unspecific amount

• No bargaining

• Depends on status

• Not always useful



What social exchanges do:

• Delayed exchange builds trust

• Value of gifts establishes status relationship

• Obligation to reciprocate

• Giving without reciprocation creates power & prestige



Social exchange in fundraising:

- Reciprocity?

- Gift exchange?

- Prestige?

- Power?



“Even a penny will help”

- Encourages people to donate 

- Allows them to donate very little

- Could work: gets people to donate something instead of nothing

- Could backfire: people might donate less than they had planned

What happens in reality? Four studies have tested this



Experiment 1: American Cancer Society, 1976

Half the people were asked for a donation

The other half (randomly selected): Added the phrase “Even a penny 
will help”

Result: 

Just asked: 29% donated, typical donation = $1

“Even a penny”: 50% gave, typical donation = $1

Success!



Experiment 2: Polish cancer charity

Half the people were asked for a donation

The other half (randomly selected): Added the phrase “Even a penny 
will help”

Result: 

Just asked: 50% donated, typical donation = $0.50

“Even a penny”: 68% gave, typical donation = $0.50

Success!



Experiment 3: American Heart Association

Face-to-face appeals in a mall

Half the people were asked for a donation

The other half (randomly selected): Added the phrase “Even a penny 
will help”

Result: 

Just asked: 8% donated, typical donation = $4.93

“Even a penny”: 36% gave, typical donation = $0.78

Failure – increases in participation offset by decrease in amount given



Experiment 4: Reye’s Syndrome Foundation 

Door to door and phone solicitation in 1981

Just asked, “even a dollar will help,” “even five dollars will help.”

Results:

Just asked 27% $3.75

Even $1 will help 57% $3.68

Even $5 will help 63% $5.59

Success! “Even $5 will help” raised participation and donation amount



Summary

“Even a penny will help” raises participation

But “Even a penny will help” can decrease amount given

“Even five dollars can help” increases both participation and 
amount given

Warning: Only attempted with face to face, phone, and 
street/mall fundraising. Never tried in direct mail.



Summary

I. Evolution and altruism: Giving is natural and feels good

II. Egoistic motives for giving
a. Reciprocity: Giving to get something in return

b. Identification: Giving to yourself

c. Warm glow giving: Giving to feel good

d. “Even a penny will help”: Buying the warm glow at a discount

III. Altruism and empathy: Helping or escape?

IV. Social exchange: Prestige and power


